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Nikodym's theorem [2, Theorem 4, pp. 309-311] is a "striking 
improvement of the principle of uniform boundedness" in the space 
of countably additive measures on a sigma algebra. It says that if a 
set T of countably additive measures \x on a sigma algebra 5 is point-
wise bounded (supM6r | fx(E) < <*>, EÇzS), then it is uniformly 
bounded (supper (supses | fi(E) | ) < oo ). 

Notice that the content of Nikodym's theorem is not changed by 
assuming that T is a countable set, and recall that a countably addi
tive, complex-valued measure on a sigma algebra is bounded and 
finitely additive. 

The following elementary example illustrates that the theorem 
cannot be extended to the case of bounded and countably additive 
measures on an algebra of sets. Suppose that X is the set of nonnega-
tive integers and that a subset E of X is in S if either E or X — E is a 
finite subset of the positive integers. Let {jun} be defined on 5 by 
fin(E)=n if E is a finite set containing n, fjLn(E)—0 if E is a finite set 
not containing n, and fxn(E) = — /JLn(X—• E), for every E in S. Then the 
sequence {jUn} of bounded and countably additive measures on S is 
pointwise convergent to zero but not uniformly bounded. Indeed, 
limw (supEes Mn(£)) = oo. 

Nevertheless, via a "sliding hump" argument, Nikodym's theorem 
can be established for bounded and finitely additive measures on a 
sigma algebra. 

THEOREM. If {fin} is a sequence of bounded and finitely additive 
measures on a sigma algebra S of subsets of a set X such that, for each 
element E of S, sup» | ixn(E) \ < oo, then supn(supE<= s\ V<n(E) | ) < <*>. 

Bounded linear functionals on a von Neumann algebra can be 
identified with bounded and finitely additive measures on a sigma 
algebra. Because the measures identified with normal functionals are 
countably additive, J. Aarnes [ l ] was able to obtain results about 
normal functionals by applying Nikodym's theorem. The present 
version of Nikodym's theorem can be employed to obtain the appro
priate analogues of Aarnes results, without hypothesizing normality. 
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THEOREM 1. If a family 3f of functional on a von Neumann algebra 
& is pointwise bounded on the projections in CI, then $ is uniformly 
bounded on bounded sets of <2. 

THEOREM 2. Let {<j>n}neN be a sequence of linear functionals on Ofc, 
and suppose that for every projection P£Ct , <t>(P) =limn <f>n(P) exists as 
a finite complex number. Then 

(i) <[> has a unique extension to all of Œ as an element of Ct*, and 
lim <f>n(A) exists and is equal to <j)(A) for every A£:Q,. 

(ii) If (P is the set of projections in Ct and (B is any commutative von 
Neumann subalgebra of ($, then the family of restrictions {<j>n\ (PP\(B }neN 
is equicontinuous in O with respect to the relativized weak operator topol-
ogy on (B. 
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